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Abstract

Millions of Americans suffer from mental
health problems caused by negative senti-
ment such as depression and neuroticism.
Nevertheless, traditional clinical diagnosis
is not preferred as a large-scale approach
due to the high expenditures and subjec-
tive judgement. In this paper, we conduct
exploratory data analysis on three datasets
from MyPersonality and Reddit, train and
compare different predictive models for
depression and neuroticism with various
features. Our experimental results indicate
promising feasibility to identify such men-
tal health problems using natural language
processing techniques. Moreover, we dis-
cuss the differences among χ2-Test, PMI,
LDA, between single and multiple feature
selections, and between SVM and SLDA.
Thus, we accomplish and overfulfill all of
our proposed goals. Eventually, we pro-
pose several directions for future research.

1 Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that negative emotion,
such as stress, anger, frustration, depression and
neuroticism could consume people’s mental en-
ergy in life. Psychologists (Gross and Muñoz,
1995; John and Srivastava, 1999) have shown that
failure in regulating such emotion could cause se-
rious mental health problems. Just in the United
States, solving such problems costs hundreds of
billions of dollars every year. Unfortunately, tra-
ditional clinical diagnosis could hardly be con-
ducted on a large scale due to the high expendi-
tures, subjective report and demand on psycholog-
ical experts. Hence, our research questions are:
can we apply natural language processing tech-
niques to tackle mental health problems automati-
cally? More specifically, can we learn depression
patterns from numerous messages in social media?

Nowadays, social media plays an increasingly
significant role in people’s daily life because of its
interactivity, popularity and social relevance. (Ka-
plan and Haenlein, 2010) Everyday, billions of
users create, share and exchange messages about
their life and personal feelings on websites like
Facebook, Reddit and Twitter. These data can be
used for diagnosis of depression on a large scale.
Prior research has revealed that people talk about
their negative emotion and psychological treat-
ment in social media. (Park et al., 2012) We are
also inspired by recent work (De Choudhury et al.,
2013b; Resnik et al., 2013; Coppersmith et al.,
2014) that use various natural language process-
ing techniques and datasets to investigate mental
disorders.

In this project, we apply what we learnt from
CMSC 733 Computational Linguistic II by Prof.
Philip Resnik to find out who are potentially
affected by depression on three datasets from
MyPersonality1 and Reddit2.

First, we conduct exploratory data analysis on
the datasets. To gain the overview of the data, we
extract high-frequency unigrams and collocations
in bigrams from people’s posts in their social net-
works and visualize them in a tag cloud. To inves-
tigate the details, we seek for words and phrases
that we believe are related to depression to see if
there is any difference between the languages used
by potentially depressed and non-depressed peo-
ple.

Next, we use supervised classification to cat-
egorize each person with depressed or non-
depressed label based on his or her post(s). In the
feature selection stage, we filter stop words and
extract linguistic features using χ2-test, pointwise
mutual information (PMI), Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA) and combinations of these. In the
training stage, we apply both support vector ma-

1http://mypersonality.org
2https://www.reddit.com
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chine (SVM) and supervised LDA (SLDA) and
observe the differences. In the testing stage, we
use a 5-fold cross validation on the datasets and
report the average precision, recall and F1 value.

Eventually, we discuss what combination of
features and models perform well and why.

2 Background and Related Work

Motivated by the growing concern for mental
health problems, especially negative emotional
signals (e.g. depression and neuroticism) from so-
cial media, our work builds upon a rich literature
of prior research by psychologists and computer
scientists on psychological diagnostic approaches,
automated language analytics, as well as prior arts
in computational linguistics and machine learning.

2.1 Challenges in Mental Health Problems

Solving mental health problems are becoming in-
creasingly challenging in the United States. Ac-
cording to (U.S. Department of Health and Hu-
man Services, 2009), mental health accounted for
6.3% of all health expenditures. The total cost rose
from $35.2B to $147B between 1996 and 2009.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in the US, the ratio of postpartum de-
pression from new mothers, which typically be-
gins in the first month after giving birth has risen
to 1 in every 9 (Miller, 2002). For American chil-
dren, diagnosis of autistic spectrum disorders has
risen to 1 in every 68 (Wingate et al., 2014). For
young people between 10 and 24 years old, suicide
has become the third leading cause of death.3

2.2 Psychological Diagnostic Approaches

Manual coding of patient language has been
widely applied by clinical psychologists to di-
agnose formal thought disorders (American Psy-
chiatric Association, 2013). Past empirical re-
search has modeled human personality into dif-
ferent categories to help identifying mental health
problems. For example, the Big Five personality
traits (Costa and MacCrae, 1992) are widely used
in interviews, self-descriptions and observation. It
classifies personal traits into five broad domains
including openness, conscientiousness, extraver-
sion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. People with
higher levels of neuroticism have been proved to
be at higher risk of depression and anxiety. (Amer-
ican Psychiatric Association, 2013) Nevertheless,

3http://goo.gl/GMFUm4

traditional psychological diagnosis suffers from
the following issues:

1. Accessibility According to (American Psy-
chological Association, 2002), many patients
in rural areas lack accessibility to qualified
clinicians for psychological evaluations.

2. Accuracy Subjective norm-referenced self-
reports usually depend on patients’ aware-
ness and motivation, which leads to inac-
curacy in clinical assessment. (Kessler and
Üstün, 2004)

3. Scalability Diagnosis of mental health by in-
terview usually costs much time, money and
human endeavor from psychological clini-
cians. (Clark and Drake, 1994) Worse still,
some patients without adequate insurance
may not be able to afford clinical diagnosis.

2.3 Population-level Analysis

Survey is the main vehicle to investigate mental
health problems for population-level analysis. In
the old days, the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveil-
lance System (BRFSS) (Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention, 2001) has been widely used
to identify behavioral risk factors. Another ex-
ample is Postpartum Depression Predictors Inven-
tory (PPDI), which reflects prenatal depression,
life stress, lack of social support, maternity blues
and so on (Beck, 1998). Nonetheless, such surveys
are usually conducted via phone interviews, which
suffer from significant cost and long delays be-
tween data collection and results or insights from
the data.

Nowadays, researchers turn to social media to
tackle challenges in mental health. (Park et al.,
2012) found the initial evidence that people share
their depression and even their treatment on Twit-
ter. (De Choudhury et al., 2013b) solicit Twit-
ter participants to post their self-report depression
scale via CES-D (Radloff, 1977) and analyze lin-
guistic and behavioral patterns from the data. Pre-
vious research also uses personality test (Schwartz
and Eichstaedt, 2013) and depression battery (De
Choudhury, 2013). In addition to depression,
(Coppersmith et al., 2014) gather Twitter data
to identify post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
bipolar disorder, and seasonal affective disorder
(SAD).

http://goo.gl/GMFUm4


2.4 Automated Language Analytics for
Sentiment Analysis

As for automated language processing, linguis-
tic inquiry word count (LIWC) (Pennebaker and
King, 1999) has been widely applied to investi-
gate linguistic signals for assorted mental health
issues (Pennebaker et al., 2003; Golder and Macy,
2011; De Choudhury et al., 2013a). (Greene and
Resnik, 2010) built a strong supervised predictive
model between implicit sentiment and linguistic
features such as observable proxies for underlying
semantics (OPUS). An annotated suicide note cor-
pus was collected by (Pestian et al., 2012) to help
psychiatrists understand the emotions of people
who have suicidal thoughts. (Resnik et al., 2013)
illustrate how topic modeling using LDA (Blei et
al., 2003) can be applied in the prediction of de-
pression and neuroticism for clinical assessments.

Specifically in social media, researchers have
observed differences between depressed and con-
trol groups on Twitter via LIWC: depressed users
more frequently use first person pronouns (Pen-
nebaker et al., 2007) and negative emotional (e.g.
angry, frustrated) words, but show no differences
in positive emotion word usage. (Kramer, 2010)
mined Facebook to create a happiness index for
sentiment analysis. (Brubaker et al., 2012) discov-
ered sentiment features related to grief and distress
of MySpace posts. Recently, by analysing posts on
Tumblr, (De Choudhury, 2015) discovers two on-
line communities related to anorexia, pro-anorexia
and pro-recovery. The two communities display
different social and cognitive activities. It is even
found out that one group tens to infiltrate the other
group to spread their opinions.

3 Data

We use three datasets, two from MyPersonality4

and one from Reddit5, to investigate the linguistic
patterns related to depression and neruoticism.

MyPersonality datasets are composed of the de-
pression dataset and the neuroticism dataset. They
are collected Facebook user status posts from
those who use a personality test app6. The depres-
sion dataset provides the CES-D (Radloff, 1977)
depression index of each participant, which is the
sum of the score from a 20-question survey, rang-
ing from 0 to 60. The higher the CES-D depres-

4http://mypersonality.org
5https://reddit.com
6https://goo.gl/VxKBdW

sion index is, the more likely the individual is
affected by depression. To maintain a balanced
dataset, we designate the one third with highest
CES-D scores as positive (depressed), and another
one third with the lowest CES-D scores as negative
(non-depressed). We name the two sub-datasets
MDp and MDn respectively. The boundary CES-
D index of this division is 31. The neuroticism
dataset does not have a score that directly reflects
depression. We use the neuroticism score to divide
this dataset into positive-neurotic and negative-
neurotic datasets. We name the two MNp and
MNn respectively.

The Reddit dataset collects posts from the popu-
lar anonymous online forum Reddit. We use those
from the depression “subreddit” as the positive
dataset, namely RDp. Posts from other subred-
dits collected in the negative dataset, which we call
RDn.

In the MyPersonality dataset, each user has
multiple posts. All the posts from one user is gath-
ered in one file. In the classification stage, we de-
termine whether a user is depressed by extracting
features from his or her entire file. In the Red-
dit dataset, each post is associated with a arbitrary
user ID because of the anonymous nature of Red-
dit. Posts from a single user will display different
user IDs. Therefore, we determine whether a post
is depressed in classification.

4 Data Linguistic Analysis

We take a look at the languages used in the data set
in this section. We mainly analyse the unigrams
and bigrams to see if there are any distinct differ-
ences between the languages used by people with
and without depression.

4.1 Metrics
We use the following metrics to analyse the lan-
guages used.

• Pr(·): the probability of unigrams or bigrams

• PMI: pointwise mutual informtaion of bi-
grams

• χ2: χ2 value of bigrams

• −2 log λ: value based on log-likelihood of
bigrams

• D(c1 || c2): KL-divergences of corpus c1 and
c2

http://mypersonality.org
https://reddit.com
https://goo.gl/VxKBdW


Detailed descriptions of the metrics can be seen in
the following subsections. Here we define some
notations:

• w: a word w, also a unigram

• ¬w: any word that is not w

• ∗: any word (unigram)

• w1w2: a bigram composed of words w1 and
w2 in this order

• w1¬w2: any bigram composed of words w1

and a word that is not w2

• ¬w1w2: any bigram composed of of a word
that is not w1 together with word w2

• ¬w1¬w2: any bigram that is not w1w2

• w1∗: any bigram that starts with w1

• ∗w2: any bigram that ends with w2

• cw: count of occurrences of unigram w in the
corpus

• cw1w2 : count of occurrences of bigram w1w2

in the corpus

• U : the set of unigrams in the corpus

• B: the set of bigrams in the corpus

• CU : the total count of all occurrences of uni-
grams in the corpus

• CB: the total count of all occurrences of bi-
grams in the corpus

4.1.1 Probability of Unigrams
The probability of a unigram w is defined as

Pr(w) =
cw
CU

(1)

This is the maximum likelihood estimation of the
distribution of the unigrams. It indicates how often
(frequently) the unigram w shows up in the corpus.

4.1.2 Probability of Bigrams
The frequency of a bigram w1w2 is

Pr(w1w2) =
cw1w2

CB
(2)

This is the maximum likelihood estimation of the
distribution of the bigrams. It indicates how of-
ten the bigram w1w2 shows up in the corpus. The
greater the frequency, the more likely that there is
some kind of collocation between w1 and w2.

4.1.3 PMI of Bigrams
The pointwise mutual information of a bigram
w1w2 is

PMI(w1w2) = log2
Pr(w1w2)

Pr(w1) Pr(w2)
(3)

Mutual information can be used to model depen-
dence between words in a bigram.

Assuming w1 and w2 are independent,

Pr(w1w2) = Pr(w1) Pr(w2) (4)

Then

PMI(w1w2) = log2 1 = 0 (5)

Assuming w2 is completely dependent on w1,

Pr(w1w2) = Pr(w1) (6)

Then

PMI(w1w2) = log2
1

Pr(w2)
(7)

The greater the pointwise mutual information is,
the greater the dependence is.

4.1.4 χ2 of Bigrams
χ2 value of a bigram w1w2 is

χ2(w1w2) = CB(cw1w2c¬w1¬w2 − cw1¬w2c¬w1w2)

1

(cw1w2 + cw1¬w2)(cw1w2 + c¬w1w2)

1

(cw1¬w2 + c¬w1¬w2)(c¬w1w2 + c¬w1¬w2)
(8)

χ2 value reflects how much we can reject the hy-
pothesis that the words in the bigram are indepen-
dent. The greater the χ2 value, the greater confi-
dence with which we can reject the independence
hyphothesis.

4.1.5 Log-likelihood of Bigrams
Log likelihood comes from examining two hy-
potheses. H1 assumes that the two words in the
bigram are independent. H2 assumes the com-
plete opposite of H1. The likelihood of the two
hypotheses are calculated, the ratio λ is used as
the metric to model collocation. Let L(H) be the



likelihood of hypothesis H based on the observa-
tion, the log of λ is

log λ(w1w2) = log
L(H1)

L(H2)

= logL(cw1w2 , cw1∗, p)

+ logL(c∗w2 − cw1w2 , CB − cw1∗, p)

− logL(cw1w2 , cw1∗, p1)

− logL(c∗w2 − cw1w2 , CB − cw1∗, p2)

(9)

where

p =
c∗w2

CB
= Pr(c∗w2) (10)

p1 =
cw1w2

cw1∗
= Pr(cw1w2 |cw1∗) (11)

p2 =
c∗w2 − cw1w2

CB − cw1∗
= Pr(¬w1w2|¬w1∗) (12)

and L is a binomial distribution

L(k, n, x) = xk(1− x)n−k (13)

The greater log λ, the more probable indepen-
dence hypothesis is relative to dependence hy-
pothesis. To be uniform with other metrics
modelling collocation where greater value means
greater probability of collocation, the metric we
use (Manning and Schütze, 1999) is −2 log λ.

4.1.6 KL-divergence of Unigram Distribution
KL-divergence can model the difference between
two distributions. Here, we use KL-divergence to
model difference between two corpora’s unigram
distributions.

D(c1 || c2) =
∑
w∈U

Pr(w|c1) log
Pr(w|c1)
Pr(w|c2)

(14)

The greater the KL-divergence is, the greater the
difference between the unigram distributions of
the corpora are.

4.2 Implementation
We divide both the MyPersonality and Reddit cor-
pora further into positive and negative corpora,
where positive is composed of posts from self-
reported depressed users, and negative from non-
depressed or non-depression-related users. Details
about the data can be found in the previous section.

We implemented the analysis program in Java.
Stopwords are ignored. All punctuations and
apostrophes are taken out. A string composed of
multiple words that are connected by hyphen(s) is
considered one word.

Because data are grabbed from the Internet,
there are some gibberish. We output the 1000 un-
igrams or bigrams with the highest metric values,
as well as their metric values for manual compari-
son. Then we manually compare the output.

We also calculate the KL-divergence between
every ordered pair of unigram distributions.

4.3 Insights

For comparison, we use the MyPersonality depres-
sion dataset and the Reddit dataset. We present
what difference we find in comparing positive and
negative corpora. We also show the similarities
and differences between any two corpora with KL-
divergence.

4.3.1 Depression
Table 1 lists some of the top 100 high-frequency
unigrams appeared in the positive dataset that do
not have high frequency in the negative dataset.
We only select and show those words that we think
are related to depression.

crying awkward ugly
harder depressed mistake
stress fucked nervous

Table 1: Depression-related high-frequency uni-
grams that are only in positive depression corpus

Table 2 presents high-frequency unigrams in the
negative dataset that do not have high frequency
in the positive dataset. Intuitively, we think that

quiet jeopardy terrible
exhausted low nor

Table 2: Depression-related high-frequency uni-
grams that are only in the negative depression cor-
pus

in terms of unigrams, language used in the posi-
tive corpus (depressed) is more depression-related,
depression-indicative and intense than that used in
the negative corpus (non-depressed).

We also collect depression-related bigrams
unique in the positive and negative corpora respec-
tively (Table 3 and 4). Here we present the bi-



grams with high −2 log λ values. The reason for
using this particular metric will be discussed later.

dumb spoiled mood swings
crying crying havent slept
im scared makes cry

Table 3: Depression-related bigrams that has high
−2 log λ only in positive depression corpus

hate hate paper due
called ugly grudges understand

Table 4: Depression-related bigrams that has high
−2 log λ only in negative depression corpus

Without context, we cannot tell whether bi-
grams used in the positive corpus are more indica-
tive of depression. However, we have the intu-
ition that the positive (depressed) corpus tends to
talk more about the users themselves, with high-
frequency bigrams like “cant wait”, “im tired”,
“dont wanna”, “im sorry”, “im getting”, “wish
(me) luck” and so on. On the other hand, the
negative (non-depressed) corpus tend to talk more
about surrounding things, like movies, TV shows,
video games, celebrities and so on (eg. “star
trek”, “harry potter”, “jeopardy answer”, “sheldon
cooper”).

Figure 1: The tag cloud generated with the top 50
most-frequent unigrams from the positive Reddit
dataset by PyTagCloud (https://github.com/
atizo/PyTagCloud). Larger font size indicates
greater probability of unigrams.

4.3.2 Reddit
Because of how this corpus is composed, the pos-
itive and negative datasets are written by com-
pletely different users and cover completely dif-
ferent topics. Figure 1 demonstrates the tag cloud
generated with the top 50 most-frequent unigrams
from the positive Reddit dataset. Table 5 shows the
top 10 high-frequency unigrams that are unique in
the positive and negative corpora respectively.

positive negative
suicidal gt
lonely cmv
sadness blood
mood comment
empty business
killing summary
grades yoga
failure boat
alive pulling
panic thread

Table 5: The top 10 unique unigrams in positive
and negative Reddit corpora respectively

We achieve similar results by extracting bi-
grams from the Reddit corpus. The positive
(depressed) dataset is full of bigrams like “seek
help”, “cognitive distortions”, “roller coaster”,
“suicide note” and so on, while the negative
(non-depressed) dataset is composed of bigrams
of all kinds of topics, like “blood sugar”, “lose
weight”, “entry level”, “lymph node”, “credit
card”.

4.4 Discussion
Although we use four metrics to model bi-
gram collocation, we end up relying mainly
on the log-likelihood value. The reason is
that, because the data is grabbed from the
Internet, there are some meaningless bigrams
such as “httpwwwfacebookcomappsapplication-
phpid gwiazdek” and “uooooooooooooooooo
bwhuauhahuhua”, which only happen once or
twice in the entire corpus. There are also mis-
spelled words and what appear to be Spanish or
other foreign languages. The individual words in
these kinds of bigrams almost never appear in any
other bigrams. This tends to blow up the PMI or
χ2 values of these bigrams.

Frequency and log-likelihood perform better in
the sense that they both give bigrams that make

https://github.com/atizo/PyTagCloud
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relatively more sense. We rely on log-likelihood
because it is more robust in measuring collocation
and can sift out bigrams like “oh god” and “im
getting” which have high-frequency only because
people use such languages a lot.

The KL-divergence of each ordered pair of cor-
pora can be seen in Table 6. It is reasonable the
MNp and MNn are similar in terms of unigram
distribution, because they come from the same
dataset after all. MNp is more similar to RDn

instead of RDp, probably because RDn is larger
than RDp, and more evenly distributed over the
unigram vocabulary. However, it is hard to imag-
ine why RDn is more similar to MNp and MNn

than RDp.

D(crow || ccol) MNp MNn Rdp Rdn

MNp 1.249 3.366 2.269
MNn 1.678 3.714 2.471
Rdp 1.367 1.321 0.734
Rdn 1.863 1.680 2.027

Table 6: The KL-divergence between all ordered
pairs of corpora.

5 Classification

In this section, we apply binary classification on
all corpora, so that depressed/neurotic users can be
automatically distinguished. In order to improve
the classification results, we explore and compare
multiple feature selection and classification algo-
rithms.

5.1 Dataset Details

We choose positive and negative examples using
the methods in Section 3. Table 7 presents details
of datasets we use. The value range denotes the
range of CES-D score and Neuroticism score in
Depression in MyPersonality and Neuroticism in
MyPersonality respectively.

Dataset #Examples Value Range
MDp 313 31 – 48
MDn 313 10 – 25
MNp 4250 3.00 – 5.00
MNn 4250 1.00 – 2.25
RDp 1603 N/A
RDn 18318 N/A

Table 7: Dataset Details

5.2 Preprocessing

We employ OpenNLP (Baldridge, 2005) to pre-
process the corpora. The first step is tokenization,
in which the last word of each sentence is sepa-
rated with punctuations and the same words are
aggregated. The second step is stemming. En-
glish words have different forms under different
tenses (e.g. go, went and gone). By stemming
these words, each word’s spelling is unified. We
also applied part-of-speech (POS) tagging, so that
we can select words with certain POS for classifi-
cation. Another important step is to remove stop-
words like “a”, “the” and “of”. These words ap-
pear frequently but barely have any meanings. Re-
moving these words significantly benefit the clas-
sification task, as we will show later.

5.3 Feature Selection

We investigate three feature selection algorithms
and their combinations. First, we employ χ2-test
to select words which are highly correlated with
depression / neuroticism class and of high fre-
quency. In order to select correlated words with
low frequency, we adopt PMI (Equation 3) for
this task. As PMI focuses on selecting low fre-
quency words, the word set it returns usually con-
tains many words in the “long tail” part of word
distribution. In addition to word-level algorithms
above, we also employ LDA to extract topic-level
features of documents. With the help of LDA,
each document’s topic distribution is estimated
and used as additional features besides lexicons.

5.4 Classification Algorithms

Classification algorithm plays a crucial rold in this
task. First, we employ Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for classification. SVM directly deals with
features and determines a hyperplane to separate
positive and negative data points. When the data
is not linearly separable, it projects data points to
high dimensional space using kernel functions and
then tries to separate them linearly. The advantage
is that it makes full use of all the features to decide
the hyperplane and runs rather fast due to kernel
methods, in spite of dealing with high dimensional
data. However, SVM is not capable of extracting
additional features from the data. Therefore, its
performance may be limited.

In order to capture more features in clas-
sification, we also employ Supervised LDA
(SLDA) (Mcauliffe and Blei, 2008) to classify



documents. The generative process of SLDA is
similar to LDA. The only difference is that SLDA
draws a response value for each document. The
response value is drawn from a Gaussian distri-
bution where the mean equals to a linear combi-
nation of document’s topic proportions. In this
way, SLDA extracts topic information from doc-
uments, as well as based on documents’ labels. In
our implementation of SLDA, the linear weights
are given a standard Gaussian prior and optimized
using L-BFGS algorithm (Liu and Nocedal, 1989)
in Mallet package (McCallum, 2002).

Model Feature Precision Recall
Baseline 0.5772 0.1496

Stopwords 0.6350 0.2328
χ2 0.6186 0.2333

PMI 0.6396 0.2296
SVM LDA 0.6350 0.2328

χ2+PMI 0.6433 0.2296
χ2+LDA 0.6222 0.2365

PMI+LDA 0.6433 0.2296
χ2+PMI+LDA 0.6433 0.2296

Baseline 0.5813 0.6230
Stopwords 0.5704 0.5782

SLDA χ2 0.5328 0.6008
PMI 0.5560 0.5142

χ2+PMI 0.5643 0.4917

Table 8: The average precision and recall of dif-
ferent predictive models for Depression in MyPer-
sonality based on 5-fold cross validation.
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Figure 2: The average F1 values of different
predictive models for Depression in MyPersonal-
ity. Gray and blue colors indicate performance of
SVM and SLDA respectively. The darker color in-
dicates more feature selection algorithms.

6 Evaluation

As the most basic supervised learning paradigm,
we treat each dataset (i.e. Depression in MyPer-
sonality, Neuroticism in MyPersonality and De-
pression in Reddit) as a separate task. We eval-
uate the classification performance with precision,
recall and F1 values.

Model Feature Precision Recall
Baseline 0.6994 0.3027
Stopword 0.7034 0.3981

χ2 0.6969 0.3835
PMI 0.7045 0.3986

SVM LDA 0.7027 0.3979
χ2+PMI 0.7048 0.3986
χ2+LDA 0.6970 0.3843

PMI+LDA 0.7044 0.3984
χ2+PMI+LDA 0.7040 0.3993

Baseline 0.5995 0.6078
StopWords 0.5868 0.6480

SLDA χ2 0.5825 0.6636
PMI 0.5892 0.6421

χ2+PMI 0.5940 0.6426

Table 9: The average precision and recall of dif-
ferent models for Neuroticism in MyPersonality.
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Figure 3: The average F1 values of different pre-
dictive models for Neuroticism in MyPersonality.
The color coding strategy is the same as Figure 2.

6.1 Result

The results of precision and recall for MyPerson-
ality and Reddit corpora in Table 8, 9 and 10. Be-
sides, Figure 2, 3 and 4 show F1 values on three
datasets with error bars (standard deviation).



Note that in each task, only the “Baseline” set-
ting contains stopwords. The thresholds of χ2-test
and PMI are selected by iterations, when the per-
formance reaches the best. When applying χ2-test
and PMI together, a word is selected as feature
as long as either its χ2-test value or PMI value is
above the corresponding threshold. While running
LDA and SLDA, we set the number of topics to 10
for MyPersonality corpora and 33 for Reddit cor-
pus (because Reddit corpus comes from 33 sub-
reddits). All the results are based on 5-fold cross
validation.

Model Feature Precision Recall
Baseline 0.8092 0.3812
Stopword 0.8045 0.5047

χ2 0.8091 0.5065
PMI 0.7959 0.4847

SVM LDA 0.8185 0.5365
χ2+PMI 0.8037 0.5047
χ2+LDA 0.8114 0.5334

PMI+LDA 0.7978 0.4947
χ2+PMI+LDA 0.8118 0.5396

Baseline 0.6753 0.3069
StopWords 0.6990 0.3956

SLDA χ2 0.7074 0.3338
PMI 0.6722 0.3095

χ2+PMI 0.6872 0.4044

Table 10: The average precision and recall of dif-
ferent models for Depression in Reddit.
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Figure 4: The average F1 values of different pre-
dictive models for Depression in Reddit. The color
coding strategy is the same as Figure 2.

6.2 Discussion
We discuss the differences regarding using stop-
words or not, among χ2-Test, PMI, LDA, between
single and multiple feature selection, and between
SVM and SLDA.

6.2.1 Keeping Stopwords vs Removing
Stopwords

It turns out that by removing stopwords, the clas-
sification performance is improved, except for
SLDA on the Depression in MyPersonality corpus.
Stopwords barely have any meanings, but usually
have high frequencies in documents. However,
classification algorithms can not identify these
words and will assign these features with weights
which are difficult to tune because the features are
almost irrelevant to classes.

Although removing stopwords generally im-
proves classification performance, the improve-
ments for SVM and SLDA are different. It ap-
pears that SVM (averagely improved 0.0970 in F1
value) benefits more than SLDA (averagely im-
proved 0.0146 in F1 value). This is probably be-
cause when SLDA is sampling topic proportions,
it extracts principal components and discards ir-
relevant components, which makes the room for
improvement smaller.

6.2.2 χ2-Test vs PMI vs LDA
By comparing the performance of χ2-test and
PMI, we find that χ2 outperforms PMI by 0.1218
in F1 score averagely over corpora and classifica-
tion algorithms. We assume that χ2-test and PMI
are good at selecting highly correlated words in
high and low frequency respectively. It turns out
that high frequency words matter more for classi-
fication task.

Nevertheless, both feature selection algorithms
fail to bring improvement on F1 value, compared
to removing stopwords only. Even though, χ2-test
and PMI are still useful, because they significantly
accelerate the classification process by removing
irrelevant features. χ2-Test only keeps around 1%
of original vocabulary while PMI keeps approxi-
mately 50%.

LDA topic vectors, on the other hand, are ex-
tra features for documents. It serves as a summary
of documents and appears to work better (0.0917)
than χ2-test (-0.0427) and PMI (-0.0663) in im-
proving F1 value. The disadvantage of topic vec-
tors is also obvious – it takes too much time to get
them, as we usually need to run hundreds, even



thousands of iterations in order to get high-quality
topic vectors.

6.2.3 Single Feature Selection vs Multiple
Feature Selections

We expect the performance to be better when
multiple feature selection algorithms are applied,
compared to the situation that only a single one is
applied. However, it is only true on the Depres-
sion in Reddit dataset, not on MyPersonality cor-
pora. It indicates that multiple feature selections
does not necessarily outperform single feature se-
lection. The performance is also related to the cor-
pus we use.

On the MyPersonality corpora, although the
performance is not improved when multiple fea-
ture selection algorithms are applied, it does help
raise the F1 value compared to the one that works
worse. For example, when we apply χ2-test and
PMI on the Depression in MyPersonality corpus,
the F1 value is 0.6200. It is better than the re-
sult where only PMI is used (0.6025). This phe-
nomenon suggests that if we employ multiple fea-
ture selection algorithms, we can avoid disadvan-
tages of a single algorithm, which makes the ag-
gregated algorithm more robust.

6.2.4 SVM vs SLDA
As we can see from the tables above, SLDA out-
performs SVM on MyPersonality corpora, while
SVM performs better on the Reddit corpus. By
looking at corpora, we find that the average length
of documents in MyPersonality corpora is much
longer than that of Reddit documents. We can
probably assume that SLDA is more sensitive to
length of documents: if a document has more
words, SLDA can better estimate the topic pro-
portions of that document and therefore achieve
a better classification performance. SVM, on the
contrary, is less affected by the number of non-
zero features. It only needs little information to
compute the hyperplane and support vectors.

Although SLDA deals with long documents bet-
ter than SVM, its disadvantage is not negligible:
SLDA takes too much time to converge when doc-
uments are long. When we run SLDA for base-
line on Nueroticism in MyPersonality corpus, it
takes about 5 hours to finish the cross validation
(each fold has 300 iterations), while SVM takes
only several minutes on the same corpus. Hence,
the running time is a crucial factor when deciding
which algorithm to use on long documents.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this technical report, we present our work in
learning depression patterns from Social Media
using three datasets from MyPersonality and Red-
dit. Our accomplishments are as follows:

1. Exploratory Data Analysis We accomplish
our first goal by extracting unigram and bi-
gram models and compare them based on fre-
quency, PMI, χ2-test and log-likelihood. We
also show visualization via tag cloud.

2. Classification We successfully train predic-
tive models using SVM and conduct five-fold
cross-validation. We report average preci-
sion, recall and F1-score on the datasets.

3. Bonus Credits Beyond our proposed goals,
we employ SLDA for the binary classifica-
tion. Additionally, we thoroughly compare
and discuss the differences regarding using
stopwords or not, among χ2-Test, PMI, LDA,
between single and multiple feature selec-
tion, and between SVM and SLDA. We also
consider neuroticism beyond our proposal.

We also propose the following directions for fu-
ture research:

1. Temporal Analysis It is of great interest for
us to explore how depression or neuroticism
level changes from time to time or before and
after clinical treatment.

2. Social Relevance The interaction with
friends, families and even strange people can
have great impact in regulating negative emo-
tions in social media. By taking comments,
forward, replies, likes into account, future re-
searchers may gain more insights in predict-
ing and monitoring mental health problems

3. Multimedia Features Beyond linguistic fea-
tures, current social media has more and
more modalities including images, videos
and geo-location information. Thus we be-
lieve that linguistic researchers could bene-
fit from such features by collaborating with
computer vision and geo-spatial experts.
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